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the procoder 3 software combines speed and flexibility into a streamlined video conversion tool. widely acknowledged
as the leading software transcoder, it features extensive input/output options, advanced filtering, batch processing, and
an easy-to-use interface. grass valley k2 edius grass valley has announced availability of dedicated hardware for the
edius v4 nonlinear editor and the introduction of k2 edius share network editing solution. the k2 edius share san with
fibre channel storage marks the interoperability of edius and the grass valley k2 media server and brings new levels of
price performance and workflow efficiencies to the broadcast hd postproduction environments. additional information
about grass valley edius system is available here. workflow overviewlet's look at carbon coders main interface. if youve
worked with procoder, youll immediately note that the interface is identical, and to be sure, rhozet has done a nice job
filtering the advances from carbon coder down to procoder, which costs $499. what you dont get with procoder is
carbon coders extensive file input compatibility, the updated codecs and encoding parameters, and the ability to use
procoder as a shared component in a rendering farm. the procoder 3 software has an array of high-performance
features, including a design that efficiently leverages the power of your cpu, broad codec support, local and networked
use capabilities to fit your workflow, and queue management to ensure your jobs are performed in just the right order.
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procoder 3.0.92 is the most powerful version of grass valley procoder yet. its new user interface, background-running
conversion engine, and open architecture, coupled with procoder 3.92's powerful conversion and processing

capabilities, make it the perfect tool for any video editing, production, and distribution workflow. with procoder 3.92,
grass valley is once again the choice for video transcoding. orchid video is a company based in shanghai that produce

products including a/v capture, editing, storage, and streaming. orchid video claims to have over a decade of
experience in media production. it produces the advc110 and advc110i, and it is orchid video that has acquired the
rights to the grass valley product line and continues to develop and sell grass valley products. orchid video products
include the canopus advc110, advc110i, advc50, advc50i, advc40, and advc40i. the advc110 and advc110i are the
flagship products of the canopus grass valley product line. they use the canopus grass valley coder (cgvc) engine,

which is a general purpose codec engine, and the advc110 and advc110i are the only products in the grass valley line
with the canopus grass valley coder (cgvc) engine. is a us company and manufactures video editing, encoding and

streaming software products. if you want to encode or transcode you can do it with grass valley. they claim to be the
best and are the most user friendly. grass valley have a 30 day money back guarantee if not satisfied. the grass valley
products are only available in the usa. the main website is the grass valley website has a list of supported formats for
each video encoder. the grass valley website also has an online training facility. if you are considering buying a grass

valley product i would recommend they are the best. at least they are good value for money. grass valley are fairly new
but you get good value for money with grass valley products. they are better than any of the other products at the

moment. i have a grass valley canopus advc110i and i have no complaints about it. 5ec8ef588b
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